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Theme Sharing
12th Sunday in Ordinary Time
I shall go with you
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and witness to the Gospel, may rediscover
the merciful closeness of the Lord and the
beauty of the Christian life.

Wherever you go, I shall go/ Wherever you
live, there shall I live/ Your people will be my
people/ And your God will by my God, too.
This promise of fidelity from the book of Ruth
reminds us that Christ will live and go with us,
wherever we live and wherever we go. But it
also invites us to care for people because
they are his people, too. Christ asks each
disciple to be his partner in the work that
God the Father sent him to do in this world.
And he promises to be our partner, whatever
our work, whatever kind of life we live,
wherever we go. We follow him, trusting that
he is with us, not just for a moment, but for
the whole of our lives. Wherever we go,
however we live, “the Lord is at my side.” His
commitment to us is lifelong despite our own
inability to think of him always, or even
despite our occasional thoughtless rejection
of him. The mystery of God’s call to us and
of our response to him is that he is always
there for us. “I am at your side; you are my
friends,” said Jesus, even to disciples who
sometimes lose the way.
“Wherever you go, I shall go.” If we take
those words to heart we can accept the risk
of going out to others in his name. In saying
“yes” to our life as Christian disciples, we
can, like Jeremiah, go forward in a zigzag
fashion, going somewhere, but not always
directly or in a predictable manner. “Do not
be afraid,” Christ said and still says. Christ is
not for the fearless but for those who must
control their fears. Neither is he for the
perfect but for those who need his word of
forgiveness. If this ideal of going the journey
of life with Christ seems beyond our reach,
remember how he once said to his friends,
“With men it is impossible but not with God;
for all things are possible with God.” I follow
Christ best when I realise that the gospel
ideal is beyond the reach of my own strength.
It is then that I can lean on him and build on
the strength of the Lord who is always at my
side.

Diocese & Other News

Pope’s Monthly Prayers Intention

Mass schedule in July and August will be
revised as follows:
Saturday : 5:00pm ( in Mandarin)
Sunday: 9:30 am (in English)
11:00 am (in Cantonese)
Tuesday ( 7:00 pm) English Mass will be
suspended

July General and Missionary Intention

Evangelization: Those distant from the
Christian faith
That our brothers and sisters who have
strayed from the faith, through our prayer

Famine Relief Fund for South Sudan,
Somalia, Nigeria, Yemen

- The CCCB, in its interfaith appeal letter to
support the famine relief in Africa and Yemen
declares “Our joint appeal is a unified cry
from the heart, with one voice and one
message... the insistent call for peace and
the need to protect the vulnerable. The
protection and promotion of human dignity
are foundational elements of all our faith
communities. Willful indifference towards
violations against human dignity is always
wrong, at all times and in all places.”
Parishes have been asked to take up a
second collection to support the Famine
Relief Fund.
- Individual donations can also be made
directly on the diocesan website:
http://www.calgarydiocese.ca/articles/famine
-relief-for-southsudan.html.
- All donations made before June 30 will be
matched by the federal government. Please
continue to pray for all those suffering from
hunger and the humanitarian workers
working in the region.

Parish Activities
Famine Relief Fund

We collected a total amount of $2620.65 in
donation. This sum will be sent to our
Diocese in support of Famine Relief Fund for
South Sudan, Somalia, Nigeria,
Yemen.
Thanks for your generous support!

Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
on July 1
The July’s Exposition of the Blessed
Sacrament will be led by Faith Sharing
Group on July 1 from 10am to 11am.
Fr. Nguyen will listen to Confession.
Parishioners are encouraged to attend

OLPH Summer Mass schedule
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Normal Mass schedule will be resumed from
September 3.

Summer Bulletin Break
This will be the last bulletin before the
summer. The bulletin will be resumed in the
week of September 3.

OLPH Young Adults Group Summer
Kickoff Sports Day and BBQ
Come join YAG for a fun day of sports and
BBQ on July 2nd as we welcome the hot
summer months!
Date: July 2nd, 2017 (Sunday)
Location: Southland Leisure Centre and
North Glenmore Park
Time: 1:30pm at Southland Leisure
Centre and 4:00pm at North
Glenmore Park
Cost: $10-19 per person for Southland
Leisure Centre.
BBQ costs will be covered by
Young Adults Group.
All young adults and friends are welcome to
join! Please RSVP by June 28th on the YAG
website or contact Joyce Lam for more
details!

Together in Action 2017
The theme this year is:
“Blessed are the merciful, for they will obtain
MERCY.” (Matthew 5:7)”
Our parish’s target is $22,607 as designated
by the Diocese. As of June 14, our campaign
has received a total of $28,231.41. We plead
for your ongoing support. Let’s give
sacrificially, act out our faith, and join
Together in Action

Weekly Activities
Wed June 28
St. Angela School Year End Mass
Time: 9:00a.m. Mass
Fri June 30
OLPH Senior Centre
Time: 9:00a.m.-12:00 noon
Place: OLPH Church Upper Hall
OLPH Scout
Time: 6:30pm.-8:30pm
Place: Upper Hall & Lower Hall
Sat July 1
Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
Time: 10:00a.m. -11:00 a.m.
Place: OLPH Church
Legion of Mary ( meeting )
Time: 9:00a.m.
Place: K of C Room at OLPH Church

OLPH

Young Adults choir practice
Time: 5:00p.m.-7:00p.m.
Place: OLPH Lower Hall
Sun July 2
R. C.I.A (Cantonese and English)
Time: 9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Place: OLPH Church Lower Hall
Young Adults Group Summer
Kickoff Sports Day and BBQ
Location: Southland Leisure Centre
and North Glenmore Park
Time: 1:30pm

Let There Be Light
God's Holding Pattern
Many times God will allow a painful situation
or a painful circumstance in our life to
"swallow us up." This season in our spiritual
growth is a holding pattern. We can't move
to the left or the right. All we can do is sit,
like Jonah sat in the belly of that great fish,
so God can have our undivided attention and
speak to us.
God put Jonah in a holding pattern because
He needed to speak to his heart. Jonah was
all alone. There were no friends to call, no
colleagues to drop by, no books to read, no
food to eat, no interference, and no
interruptions. He had plenty of time to sit,
think, meditate, and pray.
When we're deep down in the midst of a
difficult situation, God can talk to us. When
He has our undivided attention, He can show
us things about ourselves that we might not
otherwise have seen.
A Few of God's Holding Patterns:
When you are sick in your physical body and
you have prayed but God has not healed
you yet, you are in a holding pattern.
When you are having problems with your
children and you have put them on the altar,
but God has not delivered them yet, you are
in a holding pattern.
When you have been praying for the
salvation of a loved one and they have not
been saved yet, you are in a holding pattern.
When you are in a broken relationship and
you have given it over to God, but it has not
been restored yet, you are in a holding
pattern.
When the doors slam shut before you can
knock on them, you are in a holding pattern.
When we are deep in the belly of a difficult
situation, there are no interruptions. God has
our undivided attention. All we can do is sit,
think, meditate, and pray. We cannot run
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from God because there are no mountains
that are high enough, valleys low enough,
rooms that are dark enough, or places that
are hidden enough from Him.
We must remember to praise Him while
we're waiting and remember three things:
The pattern has a purpose.
The pattern has a plan.
The pattern has a process.
So stop struggling and start listening,
praying and trusting. He'll keep you right
where you are until you can clearly hear Him
say, "I love you."
Prayer:
Father, forgive my unbelief. I know You love
me and will turn anything around to benefit
me. You have planned nothing for me but
victories and I am ready to receive them
regardless of how difficult the path. Amen
The shortest distance between a problem
and a solution is the distance between your
knees and the floor. The one who kneels to
the Lord can stand up to anything.
EMERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS
Here are some:
When in sorrow, call John 14.
When men fail you, call Psalm 27.
If you want to be fruitful, call John 15.
When you have sinned, call Psalm 51.
When you worry, call Mathew 6:19-34.
When you are in danger, call Psalm 91.
When God seems far away, call
Psalm 139.
When your faith needs stirring, call Hebrews
11.
When you are lonely and fearful, call Psalm
23.
When you grow bitter and critical, call
1 Cor 13.
For Paul’s secret to happiness, call
Col 3:12-17.
For idea of Christianity, call 1 Cor 5:15-19.
When you feel down and out, call Romans
8:31-39.
When you want peace and rest, call
Matt 11:25-30.
When the world seems bigger than God, call
Psalm 90.
When you want Christian assurance, call
Romans 8:1-30.
When you leave home for labour or for travel,
call Psalms 121.
When your prayers grow selfish or narrow,
call Psalms 67.
For a great invention/opportunity, call Isaiah
55.
When you want courage for a task call
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Joshua 1.
How to get along with fellow men, call
Romans 12.
When you think of investments / returns, call
Mark 10.
If you are depressed, call Psalms 27.
If your pocketbook is empty, call
Psalms 37.
If you lose confidence in people, call
1 Corinthians 13.
If people seem unkind, call John 15.
If discourage about your work, call
Psalm 126.
If you find the world growing small, and
yourself great, call Psalm 19.
Emergency numbers may be dialed direct.
No operator assistance is necessary.
All lines are open to Heaven 24 hours a day!
Feed your faith, and doubt will starve to
death.

Faith Sharing Stories
It's All About-Attitude!
A famous writer was in his study. He picked
up his pen and began writing:
Last year, my gall bladder was removed. I
was stuck in bed due to this surgery for a
long time.
The same year I reached the age of 60 and
had to give up my favorite job. I had spent
30 years of my life with this publishing
company.
The same year I experienced the death of
my father.
In the same year my son failed in his
medical exam because he had a car
accident. He had to stay in the hospital with
a cast on his leg for several days.
And the destruction of the car was a second
loss.
His concluding statement” “Alas! It was such
bad year!!”
When the writer's wife entered the room, she
found her husband looking dejected, sad
and lost in his thoughts. She carefully and
surreptitiously read what he had written, and
silently left the room and came back shortly
with another piece of paper on which she
had written her summary of the year’s
events and placed it beside her husband’s
paper.
When her husband saw that she had written
something in response – he read her “take”
on the year’s events:

OLPH

She wrote: Last year I finally got rid of my
gall bladder which had given me many years
of pain.
I turned 60 with sound health and retired
from my job. Now I can utilize my time to
write better and with more focus and peace.
The same year my father, at the age of 95
without depending on anyone and without
any critical conditions, met his Creator.
The same year, God blessed my son with
life.
My car was destroyed, but my son was alive
and without permanent disability.
At the end she wrote: This year was an
immense blessing and it passed well!!
See!! The same incidents but different
viewpoints.
Moral: In daily lives we must see that it's
hardship that makes us grateful, but
gratefulness that makes us happy. There is
always, always, always something to be
thankful for.
ATTITUDE IS
EVERYTHING.... And attitude is the one
thing that we always, in every circumstance,
have control over.

Read More Know More
The Eucharist In Its
Relationship To the Church
The importance of the topic for all Catholics
is that “the Church draws her life from the
Eucharist . . . The Second Vatican Council
rightly proclaimed that the Eucharistic
sacrifice is ‘the source and summit of the
Christian life.’ ‘For the most holy Eucharist
contains the Church’s entire spiritual wealth:
Christ himself’”. He emphasizes that “the
Eucharist, as Christ’s saving presence in the
community of the faithful and its spiritual
food, is the most precious possession that
the Church can have in her journey through
history”.
The Sacrifice of The Mass
One Catholic doctrine that has been under
threat is the sacrificial nature of the Mass.
Some have tried to portray the Eucharist
simply as a fellowship meal among
Christians in which we receive Jesus. But it
is more. The Eucharist is a sacrifice in the
strict sense, and not only in a general way,
as if it were simply a matter of Christ’s
offering himself to the faithful as their
spiritual food. The gift of his love and
obedience to the point of giving his life is in
the first place a gift to his Father. Certainly it
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is a gift given for our sake, and indeed that
of all humanity, yet it is first and foremost a
gift to the Father . Against the horizontal or
community-centered approach taken in
many parishes, the Pope reminds us that the
primary dimension of the Eucharist is vertical
or God-centered: The Eucharist makes
present Christ’s sacrifice in which he gives
himself in love to the Father for our sake.
Christ clearly intended the Eucharist to be
understood as a sacrifice, as the Pope
points out: “In instituting it, he did not merely
say: ‘This is my body,’ ‘this is my blood,’ but
went on to add: ‘which is given for you,’
‘which is poured out for you.’ Jesus did not
simply state that what he was giving them to
eat and drink was his body and his blood; he
also expressed its sacrificial meaning and
made sacramentally present his sacrifice
which would soon be offered on the Cross
for the salvation of all”.
St. John Paul II
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ઘ̮jਧͫڎفɘᄩᚌɁف࢘ڀჭ
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ֲއღ՛l
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ΣᓽภeࡽֲϺࠗЀϹ˰ᕂe ࡽֲ
ࣄѭɼᖉփeࡽֲ̘̀Ϯ̷͇˜jγ
Ϥࣄéॸ൜൛ɁɒߺᕂeАɎࡽ
ֲߗύɛgҊࠪ́ᑹНΖՉԔ
ׯϻъᒻeАਧ࢘ᎸҒ్̓ࡊفݢ
ڮၦਧᓥeိࠓयଋܲ߮ਢفܝeު
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ઢւʧိඪ
ީᖇ
Ⱦ˄ީᖇʧඪઢk
ိඪ:ݱႫᔶفͫڎਧ࢘
ᗛᔆഡҊࠪީفᖇၦྩိࠓفӰᖮe
ԜႫᔶفͫڎѼ˫պղॸࠉตଌ˜
ʈفጳٸeˠʧਧ࢘̓فݢΣg
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ᎺᇾΊϿઢʦᘙᙫʽܝeɊᎵЧ̱
ɢهʧਟ̖λɟɒດفߗɥଢg
ᜓҊࠪӟժᘈeͫڎ˰ݢeᙛʻȻ
শϹeྻహᚦm

Ȼfঽྌفϥ
Ƀ̓Η˘ᗔНพ༦ԹɼУفᏹྌe
ડᏞড়আᘒಃ
ˊΥ႕eटठe੫ᗔ೫೫gφفɃ႑
ડᏞড়আᘒಃּοفժᘈݱ
ݱΗъߗ˂فɧӂφʪ˜΅فΗeϦ
 ʑg̱ਨੂʹᅗ͜ઢՀЧ
ʪ˜ܲάሮိᅧڕفჍٓeφ௫ᅧف
Ҽڴᘥɿfɘڀf̝˂Уԕʧख़ঢ়
Ζˁɹφʪ˜΅فΗgုᜰᒪྤΗ
Ԋفড়আʧลۻᓲࠗೝॢفᕂg
ܲ፡ ႔ فgঽ ྌȿ ܲʪ ˜ྩ Ƀ فϥ
ܳ౪ɏ ˄  ˂
Νᑤɥࡾྻహᚦe˜Љm
gΗঽྌɽɃ֣֣พཻԹ̣ࣄּཻ
St. Angela School ਆၦᎶᅌ
ɼԹفɃ̓ಧՊeኒԹ̣ࣄּኒɼԹ
Ԟຳ (Ⱦ˄Ȼ˂)
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄ
˴فሀgᔁفДΒሱ༦੫ᗔeߐ
̹ຳ̶ਨȾ˄Ԟຳ͇ͫڎɫྈ Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨ
Ԝࡾణ˟Ȼּφeʦᖱ॒eհ
ზeࣄݱȾ˄Ȼ˂ɒʡūࣄϯ
ɧࡦ܌gАφɁݔዅʀ܅eД
ūȻࣄeʪɁ౫ܘຳ̖eԌृ
ܳ౪ʆ ˄  ˂
ྩृف႑ᖭң૱eˤ႕k"Ҋࠕګၚ
ːੂݱઢʦᚻлgᇾΊϿઢʦဠ൶
̹ຳ̶݉স
φГeଌΗጳଣޞԹГg"(Д 42:5)ஊ
ਆၦm
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ̵ʡ  ࣄ
ΝɃྩɃ̓ɐɁփະeɣˊԕ႕Ƀ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
̓ܲࡪჳeဲऍཌУޞɃ̓ݱȻࣃݔ
౪˜˂Ꮆᅌ
̹ຳ̶ਨ೩߸
ೣgɍիူɃ̓ݱȻ࠱ᄩɧeෛ̂
ȾfɆ˄ʀ˜˂ᎶᅌੂңҟΥɐk
ࣄkɒ

ࣄ

ʙϯ

ࣄ

ʙ
ȽူڮɃ̓فݢݱύeύݢفgᑻφ
ܳ౪ʔ˜˂ౌګᎶᅌkʆࣄ(ਟႏ)
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨʧɐᓦਨ ȻϿഡΌࠓᅧࡾူڮɃ̓ݱȻ࠘e
ܳ౪˂πɒᎶᅌkɀࣄɏūʙ(ߞʾ)
Ητɒφʆᇅ(ʆᇅᖬ)eࠓφ
ūȻࣄ (ລႏ)
 ܳ౪ʔ  ˄  ˂
য়fφЕfφ҆fφྼfφෲථeφ
ܳ౪ɂඣצᎶᅌᅙ০
Ԟຳ
௫ࢩgުφᅜeɹพλݱȻ࠘ՙጻ
ɀ˄ɏ˂ංոe˜˂πɒᎶᅌʧܳ౪ ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
ɃفτgɃ̓ɘܲΥόeφ̘e
ɂඣצᎶᅌੂ๓ˠ֣ࣄᑀϹ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨ
φථʸeφ҆ᅧeఙܲўɃ̓g
ຳ̶߸
౪ਨடফ
ɂfྌفϥ
 ຳ̶߸ຳ̶ހຳʸʽྈ 
̱౪ਨடফੂ̱ݱ౪ګ܅Ȼ
ྌ ɘܲ ྩɃ فȻ ုϥ g ̂Ƀ φ
ࣄkɒʡ  ࣄ ංพ 
౪eਨடফੂםɀ˄ɏ˂Ͷ˲
Ӳk"ཛบ܈૮ᄵ"gɃἨݢഔሮ˂ف
Ζᒪkຳਨɂᅤᕋɣพ۫
ɧeϪੳᄵพጙഎeɃנࢂ܀
ɥੁډγྈᆽຳ
̹ຳ̶ਨɥੁډγྈࡩ˂༞
̓ͭڊʀෳgຳف༢ՊΗኟఁɒ
ࣄkɐʡ  ࣄϯ  ࣄ
ʧዘईྩݤ
ܲߞඒéܲΗʬ̣˂فɧ̽ڵɁ
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɒᓦਨ
ɥੁډγྈੂםȾ˄ɂ˂ᑀϹࡩ˂༞
ૐɃ ྖհ فɥ ຮg ΗҲ ࠱Ƀ ݢ ̓ف
ʧዘईྩݤg
ܳ౪˂ ˄  ˂
ɽe፯ࣄ፯ΖพφΊုΊᅜف႘భe
˂౪kɂཏȻȾγȾ˄ɂ˂ܳ౪˂ λɃᄰ༠औ ລႏʧߞႏ 
ԱɽφΎف႘భfްف႘భf௨ف႘
ࣄʧΖᒪk
ࣄɒʡ  ࣄ  ʙϯ  ࣄ  ʙ భf።ف႘భfϵف႘భ೫೫eΗ
ɐʡȻࣄɏūʙ 6RXWKODQG/HLVXUH
Ζᒪk̹ຳ̶ਨɐᓦਨ
ྌʀࣄܲбশϥgҊΗఄ˲ɒ
&HQWUHj
ɥੁډγྈࡩ˂༞ʧዘईྩݤ
ޞԹe႕φȻ࠱ɃࡊԠ̓ݢъߗe͇
ɐʡ ࣄ֣ 1RUWK*OHQPRUH3DUNዘ
ࣄʧΖᒪk
םˤفШɊȻұұӸλᆅeΖϿɘ
ईg
ɐʡ  ࣄ  ʙ
ȻұȻұفʢয়gАˤɼЀϥe
ൔ̈́kҲϿ  ʑ ʑ
6RXWKODQG/HLVXUH&HQWUHj
ˤகϖɁʖ̉ణūດʑe૰ݱɃ̷ف
ᚯٶਨּφډγʧʦਆ˳gφጛ ɐʡ ࣄ֣
ຮɃgΝʯγفᑁߗৠުΒȻ֪ʀ
ሚٓeᇾ֣ګ˂  ˄  םɥੁډγྈ
1RUWK*OHQPRUH3DUNዘईg
e˴ګڑဠૅgɃفΖϿয়ɁeԖ
။ॐఄΌʧָ݇ၦ-R\FH/DP ᐴ

ՉΣɁeࢂྩנϮɱفҤכᕎgਧ
g
࢘Ηྌܲɼܲྩ˜РɁlܲ

ɼܲᛀᖇлಗʯɁlҳ˜Ͱ๓ᎵЧ
 ઢʖफپeშԠᘈ෴ʸ
ԯုϥ
 γઢ 7,$ ᘒಃ˜فᕂݱk
ᄷᄸ ̂ɃφஊΝᗒםϥفႏ̑eΥҊࠪ ҊࠪeΗྌң˳ᔓeᑠՂeң
Ƀ فɃ ܲφိ فe Β ݱˤࠪ ߮Չ ᄷ ּᆅ੬˂"فɖӰɃʸ"e"༑Ⴏمঢ়Ɋ" ˳ᗴ࣡߮ҳϮɱeң˳෴˜෴Ƀg
ᄸgဖᘐိࠓkଳʆȾຟ
೫೫eயకφϥʀgਧ࢘߮
̱ ਨּ කᘒඵ فᅗ ͎ ݱઢ ܠփ  فশԯုϥeȻܲঽྌفϥeɂ
 ʑe࿂ϯ  ˄  ˂eࢸಃɲ ܲྌفϥg
ዸϯ  ʑg

ਨݢ

ݢȻ൬

ʸɫۄ
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࠵ɫܪԓ
ࠓᅧɥӶΝ٩య࿀فሱ༦
ӶΝ٩֊ܪفΗၒɘय़Ȼ࠱৳ძ
ഹ۵㛒eൟᔶাɃفΝ؎Ԑɼʬ
Ⴋeٸڅφ̂Ϥفઢਨeእ႕ܲ
ӶΝ٩֊ЀفΖˁg
ȻɆཏȻγӶΝ٩ɏūȻำࣄeˤ
ՙȻϿೀᗭڹʬմޜᛠgԇࣄӶΝ
٩౨ݱόᄚ༠k“Τ෴ҊҊɘ෴Τe
ܲԯγԠҊٳϋ༦Թ֙ف༞˂ف
ɧg”́ܲΣౣɼe͇םϮɱϨटف
ҙዳeྌ༦فᑁᗔeԜˤؔਮˤּ
෴فɃgೀᗭڹʬܲȻϿࠕݜeᄕ࣫e
ϦɎϮӟفɦִeΗȻɆཏɏγūȻ
˄ΤොɁɃgࣄӶΝ٩ठࠩΗѹe
Ͷ˳ɒ̘ᛠeʸՉɁลɥ࿋ಆgᒘ
ವΥόeАˤԐɼΒᛠ෴فߗe̓
فݢҙዳeϨटُفᙪϦิเeఙܲ
Ηု̔ࠏมੳౣɐeᄚ˰Ɂ“ଳɂ
͜ᚌᅧ”eΗВۄɽeᅧᜰف҃ЎɁ
මeȻုɼ́גҌفɊ൶eҒˤᄱ
ᝐفੳၓȻએϦͰg
ȻɆཏʔγӶΝ٩ՙΣʦ࣏ؔڃД
Ᏼفղղɿ᙮ɣޜ෴g΅γʆ˄ˤՙ
ɿ᙮ɣմ߱Ɂਸ਼éܲԓྤлҊ
ࠪφੳɃԐڊயλଡᙖeɘஊܲӂφ
eΖϿeָܼٓုଋ͇eˤࠥ෴
ੳɎлмɁeਸ਼ᅊิɁg෴ੳҒˤ
ፚૅɁeˤɎᛲλրዡgόࣄˤɲ̔
ūำɁeᅜفථȻϋϋ૱૱ႾԵ
Ηˤʸ㛒eАܲ՞༞ԐӂφҒˤᎨࠩ
Ꭸەgˤӂφ։םתϨट൛Ԡ൛ᗴ
ࠉg̵Υˤ႕Σk“Ҋ߮ғЀ՞༞ف
ۂe̜ΠෳԜҊ։תeྩፔɼ
Թ——̓ܲݢᅜΣe̜ݢȻɟረ
ɧгm”ГᚻeܲΝღႜӲїႏgౚ
םȻʚʥ༞۩ኟgםΗȻɆȻཏ
γ܅ᘙᙫᄚλෲɃϯ૱“فଳȾ͜ᚌ
ᅧ”ʧ“ଳɆ͜ᚌᅧg”
Ա܅eφȻʪˤ֩ವѩʹᚻɼԹ೧̖
ઢਨفᒋᐲeΗற̖ұɘᚻɼӰ༝
̷мଲࠓفᚌeއϯϮɱفᄨۙɘ
ᛲᐲࢢeˤѩʹλݱϨᚺgГ
ෳȻ࠱ࠓᅧࡾϦᚻɼӰۙeုయ
فʸੳ́ෳϦمgА࿀ࠉ̪فᏀԐ
ӂφҒˤҙᙄȻᖹɼࢱg“ᗺჶቄ
ዳᘍ˰eૈ٨࠙ϮߗఓԠ”g̵Βݱˤ
ᎣဠɃ̓ӼႸߗႪߗفeɹ˰
ᖜفேࢍgഡΌ“فଳɀ͜ᚌ

June 25, 2017 ˼̹۔ຳ̶ਨ

ᅧ”ᇽ̓Ɂg
႕eϿ৫ɥفᖜࡾeˤγ
ࣄּሱ༦ڮفң˳ɼ֙eˤɎᚺɎ
ठeրዡԙe̓ݢūʙఓgȻɆ
ɂȾγeφȻϋ൲ႤΓၒɘय़e
ݱɁΨ።eᚍ̈́ɁȻሦӂφᇢفঢ়
ӻeሄم༑ɒ༦ԹࠕڈeΓԠ܅ఙ
ɁٔةeˍຽठeɼΝɖeȻᒝ
ᘦᔂഡဠભف܃ʸᚼeםˤʆū
ʔำ࠲ࣄفe০ˇɁ༒eࢣࢣᔶං
ɁɃ˘g
Ȼ࠱ዅဠɃ̓فᑁӼeᑻॸɼ։ɼᅉ
̈́ʹ̓՞ՙʸϸݱɃᗚВɥ൶ᅧ
τeଖ̈́ܲםϮɱفߗԠɃف
ᚯᅧeɘஊᛀٓ߮eӢெܲʉღɊ
൶ʽᅆഡˤՉࠕفڈ࿋ಆeӺʸف
ҙዳlΣᑻܲᜓˤԠВΓk“
فԓe༨םઇृٸeԐҒᮠͰفӭ
ᅎםɃg”
“ઇ”ृٸఙܲˤȻ̓ኟᇿঃߗᗔف
्ஈeɘܲˤګ൮Ɋ൶ݘفgˤˠ
ߗేΗࠓ㛒ʟλᚯ҆فભ܃g
ഡઇٸʪ˜ʽفܝɊ൶eҒѶસف
ͰӭᅎכɃgఙܲˤ႑ݱȻ̓
فԓg

مΝȻᒪᒪ
ڎʦΥІΗຳຳԓɽ
˰ݢˤࠪڎفᄪ
Ηઢพּفφʖංᓦცɽeຳຳԓ
ݱয়ࢍeɘܲԱˤفຳԓkݡᓦf
ਢࢱfਸ਼ۧfृۄ೫ຳԓفয়ࢍՙ
ɽʸgΒόბ߮ՀЧઢʦࠪң˳қɅ
Ζfң˳ɁΖfң˳ณΖზຳ
ຳԓeԐΗຳຳԓɽң˳෴߃ዻg
ઢւߙસڕຒɂ˘ཤᎠઢʦਆၦᎶ
ᅌeѤഃ็ᛀeԜઢʦࠪ͋פλ
ຳفয়ࢍࣄԵeԐΗზຳ܅φሮ
ࣄفԠෲࢡgɁᎶᅌ̖e౫ܘ
ຳɘڊࠉ߮g
ຳຳԓɃԠʉღफ୰l
˜߮فफ୰φ̔࠱k
1.ԜҊࠪˠң˳ઇ߃ٸዻ
2.́ˠᄊ˳Ҋࠪࢡفᕢ
3.́ˠᄊ˳ҊࠪفҌׄɊeಗʯҊࠪ̽
ຮفඬ
4.ຳຳԓڕჍҊࠪˠʢʪਨ
ຳΝဖ౨ྩຳຳԓВɏࠉࠉ߮
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ະkྩ༨̀e̜ܲྩਧߗᗔၦय̵
ବᘈفȻုৃ֪jྩଌΗe̜ܲҊࠪ
ၦਧȻʧ֦όȻفຳԓjྩੂ
Ԡe̜ԜҊࠪౌګʙԖʪ˜ִိ֙ف
g

